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ABSTRACT: Extensive measurements with poly(ethylene terephthalate) fibers of a
broad range of orientational and crystalline order have been made and analyzed vis-
à-vis two-phase (crystalline and noncrystalline) descriptions of solid polymer morpholo-
gies. The results show that no two fundamentally different methods provide the same
estimates, or consistently even the same trends, of phase composition over a broad
range of order. Modifications of the simple two-phase model by incorporating order-
dependence of characteristic parameters, such as noncrystalline density, still lead to
unsatisfactory results. No meaningful relationship has been found between such pa-
rameters and measures of order, such as calculated birefringence and trans content of
the noncrystalline phase. However, because of the simplicity of two-phase models and
the absence of any objective framework for correlating properties with measures of
order with three or more phase compositions, continued use of two-phase models, with
cognizance of their inherent limitations, is recommended in seeking directions for pro-
cess and product development. q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 65: 2603–
2612, 1997
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INTRODUCTION semicrystalline polymers is frequently estimated
using a two-phase model. Prominent among the

The extent of crystallization (crystallinity) in two-phase morphological models are (1) crystal
crystallizable oriented polymers is estimated us- lamellae alternating with amorphous layers, (2)
ing various techniques including X-ray scattering, the fringed micelle model in which segments of
calorimetric analysis, density measurement, vi- polymer chains align to form crystals but also pass
brational spectroscopy, and polarized optical mi- through the amorphous regions, and (3) spheru-
croscopy. Even though the principles behind these litic structures.1 Ideally, the two phases are per-
techniques are well understood, their application fect crystals and ideal supercooled melt (amor-
in the determination of crystallinity in polymers phous phase).2 Crystallinity is usually calculated
is not free of ambiguities. The crystalline phase in assuming invariant structures (with respect to

the technique being used) within each of the two
phases. Also, when the information obtained from

Correspondence to: A. S. Abhiraman.
one technique is utilized by another for the deter-
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q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0021-8995/97/132603-10 mination of crystallinity, it is invariably assumed
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2604 SHARMA, DESAI, AND ABHIRAMAN

that they distinguish the two phases in the same that suggest the need for more than two phases
to describe oriented semicrystalline polymers, themanner. However, it has been seen that different

techniques of determining crystallinity do not nec- two-phase model remains the most frequently
used to estimate crystallinity. Wide usage and ac-essarily yield the same values for a given polymer

specimen.3–5 ceptance of the two-phase model is based on its
simplicity and capability, real or perceived, to pro-Studies related to individual techniques, com-

parison of different methods for estimating crys- vide correlations with mechanical properties. It is,
therefore, necessary to determine and, if possible,tallinity, and multiphase (more than two phases)

models have been reported.3–11 For example, it rationalize the differences and agreements that
might exist in crystallinities determined throughhas been concluded that it is not possible to deter-

mine crystallinity by infrared (IR) technique different techniques within the context of two-
phase models.alone because true crystalline bands do not exist

in most polymers.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance In order to carry out effectively a comparison of
crystallinities obtained via different techniques, a(NMR) and X-ray techniques have been success-

ful in looking at possibilities other than those of comprehensive experimental study has been con-
ducted with PET of a broad range of orientationaljust the two phases.6–11 On the basis of NMR mea-

surements on polyethylene fibers, Hyndman and and crystalline order. An attempt has also been
made to obtain quantitative information regard-Origlio have described a three-phase model. They

observed a proton absorption line intermediate in ing order in the noncrystalline phase of oriented
PET, again within the context of a two-phasewidth between that of the crystal phase and that

of the amorphous phase. They describe the struc- model. The experimental techniques used are ca-
lorimetric analysis, bulk density measurements,ture in terms of crystalline, oriented amorphous,

and amorphous phases.6 In X-ray studies of poly- X-ray scattering, Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy, and interference micros-ethylene, polystyrene, and nylon-6, Murthy et al.

characterized amorphous orientation by separat- copy. PET samples with a broad range of crystal-
line and orientational order were generated usinging the amorphous scattering into oriented and

unoriented components.8 Fu et al. have been able a combination of different melt extrusion and
drawing conditions. Since the glass transitionto obtain a two-dimensional, noncrystalline, wide-

angle X-ray scattering pattern for poly(ethylene temperature of PET is significantly above room
temperature, it allowed storage with ‘‘frozen in’’terephthalate) (PET) fibers.9 The anisotropic

noncrystalline scattering intensity was attributed levels of orientation and crystallinity during the
course of this study.to liquid-like amorphous scattering and that of an

oriented intermediate phase. This oriented inter-
mediate phase represents mainly ‘‘the material
between the crystals across the PET fiber.’’ In

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILSNMR studies of PET fibers and films, English ob-
served a less mobile amorphous phase in relax-
ation experiments,10 suggesting a three-phase Materials
model. His semiquantitative model of chain mo-
tion in PET requires the existence of three differ- The experimental PET fibers (Table I) were spe-

cifically produced for this study under the follow-ent environments in these phases. English also
observed dipolar line shapes arising from crystal- ing conditions in an industrial pilot plant facility.

The fibers were melt spun at 2987C over a rangeline, amorphous regions, and a broad component
from less mobile amorphous regions. Tzou et al. of spinning speeds, low (2,000 m/min, sample A),

intermediate (3,000 and 4,000 m/min, samples Bstudied the morphology and orientational order of
PET fibers using solid-state NMR techniques.11 and C, respectively), and high (4,500, 5,000, and

5,500 m/min, samples D, E, and F, respectively).To describe morphology in PET fibers, they
needed a model consisting of at least four different The intrinsic viscosity, measured at 257C in a 60 :

40 (v : v) phenol-tetrachloroethane mixture, wasmicroenvironments, that is, (1) crystalline, (2)
noncrystalline with order in both carbonyl and 0.65 dL/g. The finish on the as-spun fiber was

Ç 1.2% by weight. The drawn sample (J ) , ob-glycoethylene environments, (3) noncrystalline
with order only in glycoethylene environment, tained from industry, was spun at 1,800 m/min

and stretched to a draw ratio (DR) of 2.7. Samplesand (4) amorphous.
In spite of all of the above-mentioned studies G and H were produced by drawing sample B at
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF PET 2605

Table I Specifications of the PET Fibers Used

Oven Godet
Sample Spinning Speed Linear Density Temperature Temperature

Fiber Code (m/min) (denier) DR (7C) (7C)

As spun A 2,000 97
B 3,000 97
C 4,000 97
D 4,500 97
E 5,000 98
F 5,500 97

Drawn G 3,000 49 1.9 75
H 3,000 40 2.4 150
J 1,800 70 2.7 Commercial grade
K Industrial 997
L Industrial 977 1.05 150 240
M 4,500 100 1.9 150 240

two different temperatures, 75 and 1507C, respec- where DHm,x is the enthalpy of the melting of the
sample. If any detectable crystallization occurredtively.

A commercially available industrial PET fiber during the heating of the sample to its melt ( ‘‘cold
crystallization’’ ) , DHm,x was obtained by sub-(sample K) was also used in this study. No sample
tracting the enthalpy of cold crystallization frominformation was available from the manufacturer.
the measured enthalpy of melting. The usual as-This industrial PET fiber was also further drawn
sumption here is that the standard enthalpies ofto a DR of 1.05, with the draw roll temperature
crystallization and melting are the same. A sig-at 1507C and the oven temperature at 2407C (sam-
nificant error can occur in this regard as a resultple L). One of the drawn samples (sample M)
of crystallization from different levels of precursorincluded in this study was originally used by other
orientation. Higher orientation in the precursorresearchers at Georgia Institute of Technology.12

would mean a higher trans-to-gauche ratio andThe spinning speed for this sample was 4,500 m/
thus a lower internal energy of the precursor.min. It was drawn with DR Å 1.9 under the same
Consequently, the enthalpy per unit mass of coldconditions as for sample L.
crystallization would also be lower, leading to an
overestimation of the enthalpy of the melting of

Methods for Determination of Crystallinity the crystals in the precursor.
Calorimetric Analysis

Optical Density and BirefringenceA Seiko DSC-220 was used for calorimetric analy-
sis of a small quantity (approximately 5 mg) of With plane-polarized light, the refractive indices
finely chopped fibers (length less than 2 mm). A parallel, n

x
, and perpendicular, n⊥ , to the fiber

standard indium sample was used to calibrate axis were measured on an Aus Jena Interphako
DSC-220. Three specimens of each sample were interference microscope. For fibers possessing
analyzed. Small holes were made in the alumi- axial symmetry, isotropic polarizability, biso , is
num lid to allow a dynamic nitrogen gas environ- given by
ment over the fibers in the aluminum pan. Each
measurement consisted of heating from 30 to
3007C at a rate of 107C/min. Crystallinity was cal- biso Å

b
x
/ 2b⊥

3
(2)

culated, assuming the enthalpy of melting of crys-
tals, DH*m , to be 138 J/g13. The crystalline mass
fraction is then given by where b

x
and b⊥ are, respectively, the polariza-

tions parallel and perpendicular to the symmetry
axis. If the birefringence, Dn Å n

x
0 n⊥ , is muchXc ,m Å

DHm ,x

DH*m
(1)

less than the two refractive indices, the corre-
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2606 SHARMA, DESAI, AND ABHIRAMAN

sponding isotropic refractive index can be approx- where r, ra , and rc are, respectively, the densities
of the sample, ideal amorphous phase, and perfectimated by
crystals.

The density gradient column was prepared us-
niso Å

n
x
/ 2n⊥

3
(3) ing higher (r Å 1.5 g/cm3) and lower (r Å 1.28 g/

cm3) density solutions of calcium nitrate in water.
The density range of the column was selected toThe Lorentz–Lorenz equation can be used to
cover the completely amorphous to the crystallinerelate the isotropic refractive index of a material
range (ra Å 1.335 g/cm3 to rc Å 1.529 g/cm3 16) ofto its density14 as
the PET fiber samples. The whole column with a
linear density gradient was maintained at a con-S n2

iso 0 1
n2

iso / 2D Å xrL (4) stant temperature (237C) using a water jacket
around it. The fibers were wetted out with the
lower density solution before they were intro-
duced in the column. The final reading of the fi-where x is the specific refractivity, and rL is the
ber’s location in the column, obtained 24 h afterLorentz (optical) density. This relation for PET
the introduction of the fibers, was used with thehas been determined to be14

calibration plot for the column to determine the
density of the samples. Three specimens of each

rL Å 4.0486S n2
iso 0 1

n2
iso / 2D (5) fiber sample were used for measurement.

A Quantachromet Helium Pycnometer (model
MVP-1) was used to measure the volume of a
known mass of PET fibers. Approximately 5 g (ac-This approximation is valid for PET, provided
curately weighed) of a PET sample was packedthe birefringence is less than 0.1.14 The birefrin-
in the sample sleeve of the helium pycnometergence and optical density were calculated from
and enclosed in the sample cell. It was purgedthe averages of 10 measurements on filaments of
for 30 min to remove air and moisture before thea specimen. Amorphous birefringence (Dna ) was
measurement was made. After the sample cellalso calculated using X-ray crystallinity values,
was purged, the reference cell (fixed and knownassuming a two-phase model with the ‘‘form bire-
volume) was pressurized with helium to about 17fringence’’ being negligible, using the simple mix-
psi. Then, the gas was allowed to occupy both theture rule as follows:
reference and the sample cells and the final pres-
sure reading was noted. The pressure differenceDn Å Dna (1 0 Xc ,m) / Dn*c fcXc ,m (6)
between the final and initial states is used to cal-
culate the volume of the sample (VP ) , assuming

where Dn*c (Å0.22)15 is the intrinsic crystalline helium behaves like an ideal gas,17 as
birefringence of PET, and fc is the Hermans’ crys-
tallite orientation function.

The optical method provides, in addition to den- VP Å VC 0 VRSP1

P2
0 1D (8)

sity, information regarding uniformity of struc-
ture through the uniformity of fringes across the
observed cross section. All of the fibers used in

where VC is the cell volume, VR is the referencethis study exhibited radial uniformity in struc-
volume, and P1 and P2 are the pressure above theture.
ambient in the reference cell and the final lower
pressure in the sample cell, respectively. Mea-Bulk Density
surements were made on three specimens of each

Mass extent of crystallization, Xc ,m , was calcu- fiber.
lated with bulk densities measured by two tech-
niques, density gradient column and helium pyc- Wide-Angle X-Ray Scattering
nometry:

A Rigaku-Rotaflex u-2u diffractometer with rotat-
ing copper anode, operating at 100 mA and 45 kV,

Xc ,m Å Src

r DS r 0 ra

rc 0 ra
D (7) was used to obtain radial, equatorial, meridional,

and azimuthal scans. A standard nickel filter was
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF PET 2607

used for attenuating the Kb component in the over the range of 700–4000 cm01 , with 256 scans
averaged for each sample. IR spectrum of PETincident beam. The radial scans were used to

calculate percent crystallinity using Ruland’s film (Mylar) taken in the transmission mode was
compared with spectra taken in the reflectionmethod.18 This method is preferred over the other

methods because it does not require any amor- mode with the integration sphere to ensure that
no additional features were introduced in thephous or crystalline standards. A flat layer of par-

allel yarns was wound on a sample holder that spectra because of the integrating sphere. Inte-
grating sphere optics were used to minimize prob-was rotated at 60 rpm around an axis perpendicu-

lar to the sample plane during the radial scans lems in analysis due to multiple scattering.
The trans content was calculated using IRover the angular range of 5 to 757 2u. Data collec-

tion times were selected to ensure multiple com- bands corresponding to {C{O{ stretch mode
in trans (973 cm01) and gauche (1042 cm01) con-plete revolutions of the sample holder. Correc-

tions for air scattering, Lorentz-polarization formations of glycoethylene moiety19 as
factor, and absorption were made using the crys-
tallinity analysis software from Rigaku. A linear

%Trans Å A973

A973 / A1,042
1 100 (11)absorption coefficient of 9.416/cm of sample thick-

ness was used to make absorption corrections.
Crystallinity was obtained as the ratio of inte- The trans content of the amorphous phase
grated intensities of the corrected crystalline and (%Ta ) was estimated, assuming no gauche in the
the corrected total scattering. Two tasks were dif- crystalline phase and a simple additivity of the
ficult to perform with samples of relatively low trans contribution from the two phases to the
crystallinity: (1) separation of intensity contribu- spectrum, as follows:
tions from the two phases, and (2) estimation of
the width of crystalline diffraction peaks. Ru-
land’s method could not be applied to the least %Ta Å

%Trans 0 %Xc ,m(X-ray)
100 0 %Xc ,m(X-ray)

1 100 (12)
crystalline sample (sample A), which produced
only an amorphous scattering and was considered
to be noncrystalline for this study.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONHermans’ crystalline orientation function, fc ,
was estimated from the azimuthal intensity dis-

The crystallinities obtained from different tech-tribution, I (f ) , of the (1V 05) peak as
niques, assuming a two-phase model with invari-
ant characteristic parameters for each phase, arefc É f1U 05 Å 1

2 (3 »cos2f1U 05… 0 1) (9)
shown in Figures 1(a–e). It is clear from these
and the summary plot (Fig. 2) that considerable

where differences exist in the estimates of simple two-
phase crystallinity by the different methods.
These differences extend beyond a lack of just
quantitative correspondence, that is, no two meth-

»cos2f… Å
*

p /2

0
I (f )sin f cos2f df

*
p /2

0
I (f )sin f df

(10) ods even provide consistently the same trend in
their estimates of crystallinity. It is therefore im-
portant to recognize that significant errors can
arise in any attempt to predict properties of ori-FTIR Spectroscopy
ented polymers which might require input from
two or more of these techniques, especially if suchFTIR spectra of PET fibers were obtained using
predictions are based on two-phase (crystallinea Bio-Rad Instrument FTS-60A with a Labsphere
and noncrystalline) models with invariant char-integrating sphere, a KBr beam-splitter, an MCT
acteristic parameters assumed for each phase.detector, and a ceramic source. A gold coin (1.5-

The data presented in Figure 1 have been ex-inch diameter) with 95% reflectivity in the mid-
plored in detail to determine ifIR region (4,000–400 cm01) was placed behind

the sample bundle of fibers weighing Ç 5 g. The
sample chamber was purged with dry air for Ç 1 • useful inferences can be made from any com-

bination of measures vis-à-vis order in bulkh to remove moisture. The spectra were obtained
in the reflection mode at a resolution of 8 cm01 polymers, and
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2608 SHARMA, DESAI, AND ABHIRAMAN

Density and Order in the Noncrystalline Phase

A common inference regarding differences be-
tween crystallinities obtained via bulk density
and wide-angle X-ray scattering is that it is possi-
bly a reflection of changes in the density of the
noncrystalline phase due to its orientation.20 In
order to explore this aspect, the noncrystalline
density, ra , of each sample was estimated ac-
cepting the crystallinity, Xc ,m , obtained from the
X-ray method, and bulk density, r, using eq. (7),
i.e.,

ra Å
rrc (1 0 Xc ,m)
(rc 0 rXc ,m)

(13)

Birefringence of the noncrystalline phase, Dna ,
of each sample was computed with eq. (6), using
the crystalline orientation function, fc , and the
mass fraction crystallinity, Xc ,m , obtained from
the X-ray method. The estimated noncrystalline
density is plotted against the birefringence of this
phase in Figure 3(a–c). The three figures corre-
spond to ra estimates from the gradient column,
helium pycnometry, and optical density. The lack
of correlation suggests that a modification of the
two-phase model with invariant crystalline phase
parameters and orientation-dependent noncrys-
talline density is not sufficient. Even if the analy-
sis is restricted to samples from the same process,
such as, for example, melt spinning at different

Figure 1 Crystallinity values of PET samples cal-
culated using different techniques: (a ) bulk density
from density gradient column, (b) bulk density from
helium pycnometry, (c ) optical density from isotropic
refractive index, (d) from differential scanning calo-
rimetry analysis, (e) wide-angle X-ray diffraction
(Ruland’s method) .

• the data can be rationalized within the con-
text of a two-phase model, but with the non-
crystalline phase’s characteristics being dic-
tated by some measure of order that might Figure 2 Comparison of crystallinity values of PET

samples obtained by different techniques.exist in it.
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crystalline phase (computed using density values
from the density gradient column) are shown in
Figure 5 against the conformational composition
of the noncrystalline phase, computed by assum-
ing that the trans fraction of the material in the
crystalline phase corresponds to that of the crys-
talline fraction obtained via X-ray scattering. It
is clear that even in these uniaxially oriented ma-
terials, there is no correlation between these mea-
sures.

Calorimetry and Conformational Composition
of the Noncrystalline Phase

An obvious feature in the data of Figures 2 and 6
is that, when crystallization occurs during ther-
mal analysis, that is, when the temperature is
raised above the glass transition temperature of
PET, a higher crystallinity is estimated by calori-
metric analysis than any of the other methods.
Even when no directly detectable crystallization
occurs during the analysis, the crystallinity from
calorimetry is generally higher than the values
yielded by the other methods. The reason for this
difference appears to be in the conformational
composition of the noncrystalline phase, whichFigure 3 Amorphous birefringence in PET samples
can influence the enthalpy of cold crystallizationversus amorphous density calculated from the density

measured by (a) density gradient column, (b) helium
pycnometry, (c) isotropic refractive index (measured by
interference microscopy).

speeds with no additional processing, there is still
a lack of correlation between the estimated non-
crystalline phase density and its birefringence.

Orientation and trans Content of the
Noncrystalline Phase

The trans content of the ethylene glycol residue
of PET, obtained from the trans and gauche IR
bands corresponding to {C{O{ stretch, CH2

wag, and CH2 rock, are shown in Figure 4 as a
function of the measured bulk density of the mate-
rial. For reasons that are not clear, the estimates
from the three modes fail to exhibit even similar
trends. Also, there is no correlation between the
trans content and the bulk density. Previous
workers in this area have investigated correla-
tions between the total trans content and bulk
density.20 Proposing such correlations, however,
would imply erroneously that the densities of the
trans environment in the different phases are the Figure 4 trans content in PET samples versus bulk

density from density gradient column.same. The birefringence and density of the non-
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timation of enthalpy of cold crystallization. Sub-
traction of this enthalpy from the total enthalpy
of melting, for the determination of enthalpy of
melting of preexisting crystals, can thus lead to
overestimation of crystallinity by as much as 25%.
Conformational composition of the noncrystalline
phase can also have an effect of similar magnitude
on the enthalpy of melting if this composition is
different from that of the melted polymer. It can
lead to overestimation or underestimation, de-
pending on whether the noncrystalline phase has
been constrained by the morphology to have a
trans content that is more or less than that of the
constraint-free melt.

CONCLUSION

Results from the extensive measurements with
PET fibers of a broad range of orientational and
crystalline order point clearly to the following vis-
à-vis two-phase (crystalline and noncrystalline)
descriptions of solid polymer morphologies.

• No two fundamentally different methods pro-
Figure 5 Calculated amorphous birefringence and
amorphous density in PET samples versus amorphous
trans content calculated from the C{O stretch band.

as well as melting. This influence on the estima-
tion of crystallinity in the initial material is dis-
cussed below.

Conformation and Cold Crystallization

The two preferred conformations in PET are trans
and gauche. It is known that only the trans confor-
mation of the ethylene glycol residue exists in the
crystalline phase in PET, whereas a distribution
of rotational isomers exists in the noncrystalline
phase.21 It is reasonable to expect preferred trans-
formation of noncrystalline trans sequences to the
crystalline phase during crystallization, espe-
cially if crystallization occurs in an oriented pre-
cursor. The gauche conformation is relatively
higher in energy than the trans conformation, the
difference between them being Ç 1.65 kcal/mol
of PET.22 Therefore, if cold crystallization occurs
before melting in calorimetric analysis, the trans- Figure 6 Comparison of crystallinity values in PET
formation of the noncrystalline phase to the crys- samples with the crystallinity values obtained using
talline phase could involve a relatively lower frac- density gradient column. The solid line represents a
tion of the gauche conformations changing to the one-to-one correspondence between the crystallinity

values.trans conformations and thus lead to an underes-
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Table II Differential Scanning Calorimetry of PET Yarns

DHc (mJ/mg) DHm (mJ/mg) DHm,x (mJ/mg)
Sample (1st Heating) (1st Heating) (1st Heating) Xc,m (%)Å DHm,x

DH*m
1 100

A 025.8 40.5 14.7 11
B 020.4 42.3 21.9 16
C 017.7 45.0 27.2 20
D 07.4 50.2 42.9 31
E 02.7 51.0 48.4 35
F 02.5 50.3 47.8 35
G 011.8 51.3 39.5 29
H 0.0 54.4 54.4 39
J 0.0 50.2 50.2 36
K 0.0 48.2 48.2 35
L 0.0 48.4 48.4 35
M 0.0 56.6 56.6 41

DH*m Å 138 mJ/mg. DHm,x Å DHm / DHc.

vide the same estimates of phase composition the noncrystalline phase would lack general
validity because they would invariably in-over a broad range of order in the same poly-

mer. volve coupling of data from two or more
methods that provide different estimates for• Modifications of the simple two-phase model
the phase composition.by incorporating order-dependence of charac-

teristic parameters, such as noncrystalline
density, also lead to unsatisfactory results. In spite of these deficiencies, two-phase mod-
No meaningful relationship has been found els have been, and continue to be, widely used
between such parameters and measures of in seeking process-structure-property relations
order, such as calculated birefringence and in bulk polymers. The primary reasons for con-
trans content, of the noncrystalline phase. tinued predominance of two-phase models are

• If calculations are performed assuming in-
variant phase characteristics, the procedures • It is relatively easy to make the required
for obtaining a measure of any order within measurements.

• They are amenable to analysis through rela-
tively simple thermodynamic and kineticTable III trans Content and Amorphous
models of the formation of one of the phasesBirefringence of PET Yarns
from the other.

Sample % Trans % Ta
a Dna • They do yield useful correlations, provided

the data are limited to materials from a given
A 28 28 0.020 process, with essentially the same morphology.
B 28 24 0.040

• The results are amenable to relativelyC 38 32 0.085
straightforward interpretations.D 40 32 0.063

E 45 34 0.073
F 46 34 0.073 These advantages have led to a large number
G 45 33 0.168 of published and unpublished reports of correla-
H 57 46 0.177 tions, such as ‘‘amorphous’’ orientation versus
J 47 35 0.144 strength, ‘‘amorphous’’ orientation versus shrink-
K 53 41 0.165 age above Tg , and so forth. While there is a pre-L 69 60 0.168

ponderance of such evidence, it should be notedM 55 37 0.186
that each of these reports pertains, individually,

a Ta, trans content in the amorphous phase. to a narrow context and that no general correla-
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